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A B S T R A C T 
Aim: To develop and trial the Navigator Tool Intervention in primary care through analysis of questionnaires, 
feedback forms and semi-structured interviews with patients and healthcare professionals.  
Methods: A communication aid (The Navigator Tool), with Health Care Professional (HCP) training, that sought 
to facilitate interactions between HCPs and patients around self-management of chronic pain, was developed. 
The feasibility of using the tool was tested in a Randomised Controlled Trial of 35 patients and 5 healthcare 
professionals.  Pain self-efficacy, satisfaction with consultation, and participation in decision-making were 
compared between control and intervention groups using quantitative measures. Qualitative data was gathered 
through feedback forms and interviews to assess the usability of the intervention, with a focus on satisfaction 
with communication, and analysed using grounded theory. 
Results: Analysis of interviews and feedback forms suggest several positive outcomes from using the 
intervention, and a number of practical barriers to its successful implementation. The intervention was helpful 
in aiding patients and healthcare professionals to see the bigger picture of the pain condition, leading to engaged 
and efficient consultations, highlighting a range of self-management strategies, and facilitating positive 
emotions. Its use in primary care was limited by the clinical and personal characteristics of the patient who used 
it, and the flexibility in the consultation style conducted by the healthcare professional. A number of changes to 
the paper-based tool were suggested. 
Conclusions: Using the Navigator Tool in primary care has potential to bring several constructive outcomes to 
support self-management of chronic pain, and a further trial is needed to confirm its overall effectiveness.  The 
feedback from this study has been used to develop the intervention to the point where it can be expected to 
have a positive and worthwhile effect on supported self-management in primary care, from both a patient and 
healthcare professional point of view, with immediate effect.  

 

Keywords: chronic pain, supported self-management, primary care, qualitative research, feasibility study, 

middle-ground research 

 

1. Introduction  
Chronic pain is one of the most common health concerns in the UK, being estimated to affect 

40% of the population at some point in their lives1. It is often a complex condition in its causes 

and symptoms, making it difficult to both diagnose and treat, and its location at the 

intersection of biological, psychological and social influences2 demonstrates the shortcomings 

of a simple medical model of management that can leave healthcare professionals struggling 

to adequately support the patient. In 2013, the new SIGN Guideline for Chronic Pain3 

highlighted self-management as one of the five main recommended treatment options for 

chronic pain, a stance that is mirrored more widely in the Chief Medical Officer’s push for 

Realistic Medicine4, as well as the Scottish Government’s allocation of £2million to The Self-

Management Fund5 to promote self-management approaches to chronic and long-term 

conditions.  

 

For most patients, primary care is where they are likely to have the majority of their contact 

with the healthcare system6. With an ageing population and the already prevalent pressures 

on the NHS, the importance of primary care being efficient in supporting chronic pain patients 

will remain strong.  However, while self-management support has been introduced to primary 

care, the realities and practicalities of GPs, physiotherapists, pharmacists, and practice nurses 

etc. efficiently helping patients self-manage their pain remain challenging. In 2014, Pain 

Concern conducted a qualitative study into healthcare professionals’ and patients’ attitudes 
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to the support of self-management in primary care, and identified several barriers to its 

successful implementation7. These barriers reflected that, while both patients and healthcare 

professionals are willing to talk about aspects of pain management wider than just medical 

management, both parties found consultations frustrating, often leading to a dysfunctional 

relationship in which supported self-management was difficult. The Navigator Tool 

Intervention was developed from the data in that study, to optimize the effectiveness of the 

limited time available with healthcare professionals (HCPs) in primary care. 

 

2. The Navigator Tool Intervention 
The Navigator Tool Intervention (NTI) provides both healthcare professionals and people with 

pain with relevant information to bring self-management into primary care consultations in 

an efficient and constructive way. It has five aims: 

 Ensuring each consultation is focused on the concerns which the people in pain wish to discuss 

 Preparing the people in pain for their consultation, empowering them to be a partner in their 

consultation, not merely a recipient of care 

 Encouraging adoption of the biopsychosocial model of healthcare 

 Facilitating self-management discussions at the start of the chronic pain journey 

 Developing healthcare professionals’ skills to support self-management and making the best 

use of their consultation time. 

 

The NTI combines a training session in supported self-management consultation techniques 

for healthcare professionals, and a paper-based tool (the Navigator Tool) containing self-

management advice and common concerns for pain patients. The training session was 

developed by the Thistle Foundation8 in collaboration with Pain Concern specifically for the 

use of the Navigator Tool. The training introduced the (HCPs) to consultation techniques that 

involve eliciting patients’ existing skills and experience of managing their condition, using the 

questions in the tool.9 

 

The Navigator Tool is a five-page booklet10 given to patients with pain prior to their primary 

care consultation to inform and prepare them for their upcoming visit. The tool is built around 

the themes of Medications, Changes to My Life, Diagnosis and Cure, and The Way I’m Feeling. 

The themes were initially informed by the focus groups held as part of the aforementioned 

'Barriers' Project and were further refined through in-depth discussion with the Project 

Steering Group.  Feedback on this first version of the tool was then sought from healthcare 

professionals and patients (those who had previously participated in the barriers project) 

which led to further refinement. 

 

The tool contains an instructions page describing its four parts and how they can be used. The 

first part is the My Pain Concerns Form which is divided into four sections, My Medications, 

Changes to My Life, Diagnosis and Cure and My Mood, each of which contains statements of 
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common concerns. The patients are prompted to tick ‘agree’ or ‘disagree’ to each statement, 

and then choose the three most important ones to bring to their consultation. The following 

part, Questions to Ask Your Healthcare Professional, links each of the concerns with two to 

three suggested questions, to help patients articulate their concerns. The third part is a Self-

management Options Grid which explains common self-management strategies in plain 

English, which are colour-coded to match the identified concerns. The last part is a Goal 

Setting sheet to help patients make a plan of how to action the identified self-management 

techniques in practice.  

 

Initial development of the intervention was carried out as part of the previous study which 

identified barriers to supported self-management in primary care11. The intervention was 

finalised at the start of the current study through a stakeholder event where 10 HCPs and 9 

individuals with chronic pain were given a presentation on the NTI and gave feedback on the 

format and usability. This feedback was incorporated to produce the final version of the NTI. 

The text was approved by the Plain English Campaign12 and the design developed with a 

graphic design agency13. 

 

3. Aim and Research Questions  
The aim of the study was to develop and test how well the Navigator Tool Intervention 

worked as an intervention in primary care through the analysis of questionnaires, feedback 

forms and semi-structured interviews with patients and healthcare professionals. In order to 

conduct a focused research study, research questions were developed to structure analysis 

and data collection.  

 

Primary research question: Does the NTI improve communication regarding supported 

self-management during consultations between healthcare professionals and people with 

chronic pain in primary care? 

 

Secondary research questions: Did the efforts to improve communication between HCPs 

and patients result in an overall improvement in the patients’ confidence in self-managing 

their pain? 

 

In addition to these research questions, the extent to which the intervention met its own aims 

was evaluated, as well as the appropriateness of the research format itself. 
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4. Methodology  
Research was conducted in primary care sites in Scotland using a Randomised Controlled Trial 

format. Patients at the participating 

healthcare sites over 18 years of age and 

who had pain for more than 3 months 

were eligible to participate. Procedures 

were approved by the national NHS Research  

Ethics Committee (REC) and all participating local 

health boards.  

 

Patients were randomised using an online 

randomiser tool14 (RB). HCPs were 

informed of the patient allocation. While 

individual sites had different start-dates, 

the length of each phase was the same at 

each site. The planned sample size was 48 

patients, for pragmatic reasons, with 12 

patients at each site, which would allow 

each HCP a sufficient variety of patients 

while not creating a significantly increased 

workload. 

 

Semi-structured interviews were 

conducted outside the clinical 

environment, inviting HCPs and patients  

to talk about their background, their 

thoughts around self-management, and  

their experiences of using the Navigator 

Tool. Interviews were recorded, 

transcribed, and analysed using grounded 

theory by two researchers (RB, KG) with  

training in qualitative analysis. A broad 

analysis framework was developed (by RB), 

after which both researchers reviewed the 

transcripts and arranged each transcript into a consistent format using a structured 

observation approach. The researchers individually identified key themes across the 

transcripts, after which they discussed the themes and consolidated these findings into one 

report. Using this iterative process allowed the researchers to be mindful of the context when 

analyzing each individual transcript.  

 

June – October 2017 
HCPs identified and recruited. HCPs attend training 

session. Patients are identified and recruited. Consent 
forms obtained.  

 

Patients are randomised 

Intervention group Control group 

September – November 2017 
Starter packs delivered to patients 

Intervention pack 
consists of one copy of 

the Navigator Tool, 
demographics 

questionnaire and PSEQ 
 

Control packs consists of 
demographics 

questionnaire and PSEQ 
 

Questionnaires returned to research team 

2-3 consultations with 
trained HCP 

 

Standard care with HCP 
from participating 

practice 
 

January – March 2018 
Final pack distributed 

 

Intervention pack 
contains CQI-2, SDM9Q, 

PSEQ and a feedback 
form for the tool 

 

Control pack contains 
CQI2, SDM9Q and PSEQ 

 

Questionnaires returned to research team 

January – March 2018 
Interviews with all HCPs 

and 8 intervention 
patients 

 
Data analysis 
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Quantitative measures were chosen to indicate a change in pain self-efficacy, satisfaction with 

the consultation and participation in decision-making. Pain self-efficacy was measured using 

the Pain Self-Efficacy Questionnaire (PSEQ15) which contains 10 questions asking participants 

to rate how confidently they can perform the activities described, using a 7 point Likert scale16 

where 0= not at all confident and 6= completely confident. A total score between 0 and 60 is 

calculated by adding the scores for each item. Higher scores reflect stronger self-efficacy 

beliefs and scores over 40 indicate that the participant is likely to sustain or build on their 

functional gains17. The PSEQ was administered before and after the active period to indicate 

change in patient beliefs.   

 

Patient satisfaction with the consultation was measured using the Consultation Quality Index 

2 (CQI-218) which is a holistic quality marker for HCPs based on patient enablement, continuity 

of care, consultation length and HCP empathy. Patient enablement is measured using the 

Patient Enablement Instrument (PEI), which consists of 6 questions indicating change in 

participant attitude as a result of the consultation. Continuity of care is measured by the 

participant marking how well they know their HCP on a 5 point Likert scale. HCP empathy is 

measured through the Consultation and Relational Empathy Measure (CARE19) where the 

participant is asked to rate their HCPs ability to engage with them on different questions using 

a 6 point Likert scale ranging from poor to excellent in 10 questions. Scores are calculated by 

summing each section and the mean is taken for each individual HCP. Higher scores indicate 

that the consultation with said HCP was more holistic and patient centred than those with 

lower scores. The CQI-2 was administered to participants after the active period had ended.  

 

Participation in decision making was measured using the Shared Decision Making 

Questionnaire (SDM-Q-920), a 9 item questionnaire that measures the decisional process from 

the patients’ perspective. Participants answer 9 questions regarding their decision making 

process at consultation on a 6 point Likert scale, high scores indicate participants felt more 

involved in decision making processes. The maximum score is 54. The questionnaire was 

administered after the active period.  

 

The feedback form was designed (by RB in consultation with the research team) to indicate 

what parts of the tool were most used, the participant’s attitude towards length and ease of 

use, participants’ opinions on the tools’ impact on their communication, specific suggestions 

to improve usability, and other comments. It contained twelve questions and was distributed 

to patients after the three month intervention period, and returned within one month.  

 

5. Results  
Five HCPs from primary care were recruited through information leaflets and word-of-mouth 

using Pain Concern’s network of healthcare professionals. No previous experience or skills in 

supportive self-management was required. All attended the training session. Around fifty 
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patients were asked to participate by these HCPs, and interested patients were contacted by 

the researcher (RB) by telephone to discuss the consent form and answer questions. Thirty-

five consented and 27 completed the study. Reasons given for declining to participate were 

stressful life situations, the process seeming cumbersome, and a belief that self-management 

would not be of benefit. Participants who did not complete the study either did not give a 

reason, or stated that life circumstances meant they did not have time to participate.  

 

As the participating pharmacists only saw a small number of patients it was decided that two 

pharmacists would participate rather than one, leading to five sites being used rather than 

four. Each pharmacist aimed to recruit six patients each. The demographics of the participants 

can be seen in figure 1.  

 

Three participants dropped out from the intervention group, all from the same GP practice. 

All were reminded by telephone to return the questionnaires. Two agreed to do so but the 

questionnaires never arrived. The third declined to comment on whether they would 

participate further. None of them attended any consultations with the tool. Five participants 

dropped out from the control group, one gave a reason quoting family circumstances, one 

relocated to another GP practice. 

 

Given the small sample size of this study, the quantitative data do not have sufficient power 

to enable reliable inferences to be drawn. They were included in the study in order that their 

acceptability to patients could be examined and to inform the design of future evaluations. 

Summary data are presented here for the sake of completeness. These have been reported 

in the appendix. 

 

Each healthcare professional adapted a different style of using the tool with their patients. To 

highlight the effects these individual strategies had on the use of the tool, each site is 

described individually. This is followed by the results of the patient feedback form completed 

by 17 intervention patients. Themes present across the sites are then identified and discussed 

to highlight ways in which the intervention was useful and what its limitations are. These 

themes inform the development work to be done on the intervention.  
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Figure 1. Demographics Table 
Participating 

sites 

Health 

board 

Type of HCP Number 

of 

patients 

Average 

age of 

patients 

(years) 

Average 

duration 

of pain 

condition 

(years) 

Gender 

distribution 

 

M.           F. 

Intervention Control 

HCP01 NHS 

Lothian 

GP 10 55 15 (range 

5-38) 

3 7 5 5 

HCP02 NHS 

Lothian 

GP 7 46 6 
(range 1-

12) 

2 5 4 3 

HCP03 NHS 

GG&C 

Physio-

therapist 

12 52 4 
(range 1-

10) 

1 11 6 6 

HCP04 NHS 

Tayside 

Pharmacist 2 76 15 2 0 1 1 

HCP05 NHS 

Tayside 

Pharmacist 4 59 18 
(range 4-

30) 

1 3 2 2 

Total   35   9 26 18 17 

 

 

5.1 Site-specific usage 
 

5.1.1 GP sites  
HCP01 and HCP02 were both GPs working in medium-sized practices, one in a large city and 
one in a small town. Both had previous experience of working with self-management 
approaches, but they had not previously worked with a tool specifically for supporting self-
management of chronic pain.  
 

HCP01 - GP 
HCP01 had ten patients recruited at their site, half of whom were in the intervention group; 
two of these subsequently saw HCP01 with the tool and completed the study. HCP01 
described these two patients as “very enthusiastic, coming in clutching the tool” and was 
“positively surprised by how useful it was”. HCP01 felt that constructive communication was 
facilitated by the tool as it was “useful for reframing how they saw their chronic pain”. They 
explained: 
 

“From a medical perspective we’ve got to work reasonably hard to help patients to 
understand that there is a psychological element to pain, just simple concepts like that 
are hard to get across sometimes. But I think the tool quite effectively did that on its 
own.” 

 
HCP01’s patients who did engage with the tool and were “enthused” by it, something they 
attribute both to the tool being “attractive and feels relatively easy to use” and that the 
patients themselves were “well motivated”. Both patients came prepared for the 
consultations with more than the recommended three questions, and the structure of the 
tool was therefore not followed rigidly at each consultation, but spread out over several 
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consultations, giving the patients “homework” to fill out the next section of the tool in 
preparation for the next.  
 
HCP01’s patients also identified a number of ways the tool had a positive effect on their 
consultation, attributing this satisfaction to a combination of being able to talk about more 
than just medication and pain,  HCP01’s consultation style and using the tool to prepare in 
advance. One patient (I05) described how she appreciated how the tool focused on more 
than the medication leading to the outcome that her medications were changed to alleviate 
trouble with sleep and mood, something which was identified from the form.  The other 
patient (I04) felt that while the tool did enable her to communicate her wider self-
management issues to her GP, following the subsequent advice was not feasible. These 
outcomes are seen in themes (a) and (b) as well as practical limitations (4d).   
 

HCP02 - GP 
HCP02 had eight patients recruited at their site and all four intervention patients completed 
the study. HCP02 had a varied intervention group, where some patients prepared with the 
tool at home while others did not. HCP02 adapted a flexible approach to using the tool, 
dropping in and out of different parts as they became relevant, and used the tool in 
consultations even with the patients who did not prepare at home, using it to guide their 
discussions at the consultation.  
 
HCP02 felt the real benefit of the tool was that “it makes you look at areas that might not 
come up in a routine consultation” which encouraged discussion of concerns that HCP02 
would previously not have explored with patients. Reflecting on the four intervention 
patients, HCP02 noted; 
 

“If you think about what happened; one lady is speaking to her boss and managing it 
herself that way; another lady is going to our community link worker to get help with 
benefits and money; the other guy has moved to go to the pain service (which is group 
work which he wouldn’t have cared about until we made a bit of progress); and the 
other chap I’ve referred to a psychiatrist. So it’s all identified, I don’t know if it’ll have 
improved their outcome, but I don’t think it’s going to do any harm.” 

 
These positive outcomes were also reflected by the patients, where one man (I24) continued 
to use the tool at home to identify areas of his life to work on which increased his wellbeing, 
and prompted him to ask his GP questions about his medication. Another patient (I23) raised 
financial concerns which impacted her ability to self-manage, and felt that although she did 
not get new information from the tool, it “actually helped me see how much I had come on” 
which was encouraging for her. These outcomes are found in themes (b), (c) and (d). 
 

5.1.2 Physiotherapy site  
HCP03 - physiotherapist 

HCP03 worked as a physiotherapist in a medium sized GP practice in an affluent village on the 
outskirts of a large city, and has 30 minutes in total for each appointment. Twelve participants 
were recruited at their site, and ten completed the study. HCP03 had partaken in several self-
management workshops prior to the NTI, and reported wanting to take part because they 
hoped to improve their self-management support through communication in consultations. 
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HCP03 consistently followed the structure of the tool for each patient. They reported finding 
it challenging to fit this framework into the existing consultation structure, feeling that using 
the tool alongside their usual practice was a distraction, as they would ask “most of these 
questions anyway without the form”.  
 
Moreover, HCP03 reported that their patients rarely engaged with the tool at home prior to 
their first consultation, but that “I needed to guide them through everything”, adding time-
pressure to the appointment. From a physiotherapy point of view, HCP03 also felt that not all 
patients who were eligible for the study (i.e. having pain for over three months) were suitable 
for self-management advice and the tool.  
 
HCP03 referred to two specific uses of the tool. First, quicker identification of a patient who 
was not going to benefit from MSK input; “You just took one look at that form and thought – 
she’s not for an MSK system, she’s definitely for a pain management clinic”. Second, one 
patient who prepared with the My Pain Concerns Form for the last appointment allowed 
HCP03 to ensure all the original concerns had been addressed. However, HCP03’s overall 
attitude to the tool was that it did not significantly add to the quality of the consultations, 
and even felt that the tool had sometimes been a distraction from what they were working 
to accomplish in the consultation.   
 
Patient interviews mirrored the HCP’s in that the tool was not always seen as necessary, and 
that HCP03 was perceived as being most likely have given satisfactory care without the tool. 
For, example, one patient (I15) felt being presented with the tool was “a bit daunting” and 
because her knee pain was not so severe, she felt the tool was not “appropriate” for her. 
However, positive uses were highlighted in other patients. For example, one patient (I16) felt 
the tool “focused me on what I wanted to discuss,” giving her and her physiotherapist a 
“structure” to follow. She also found that the tool invited “actions [that] had nothing to do 
with the physio” such as speaking to her GP about her iron levels, which she found useful and 
reported not having been likely to do without the physiotherapist’s encouragement. These 
outcomes are found in themes (b), (c), and the practical limitations section (4d).  
 

5.1.3 Pharmacy sites 
HCP04 and HCP05 were both pharmacists who held periodic pain-clinics at small-to-medium 
sized GP practices, and had 20 minutes for each appointment. Both had completed the Teach-
and-Treat programme, a local initiative aimed at training pharmacists in pain management 
including non-pharmacological approaches. Due to the small number of patients seen by 
pharmacists in this Health Board, it was decided that the patients should be distributed across 
the two sites, so that each pharmacist saw six of the desired twelve patients. However, due 
to time restraints, recruitment was low, with one site recruiting four patients and the other 
two.  
 

HCP04 - pharmacist 
Despite six patients being contacted, HCP04 had only two patients recruited at their site, and 
only the intervention patient completed the study. HCP04 believed the low recruitment rate 
was due in part to patients with complex combinations of medications being asked to 
participate, considering it possible they were less willing because they thought their 
pharmacist was contacting them about reducing their medications.  
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HCP04 found little benefit in using the tool with their intervention patient, as he did not 
engage with the tool in between consultations. The patient (I34) explained in the interview 
that he “actually didn’t need [the tool] […] because I had the pills” and was satisfied with his 
treatment and medication. 
 
HCP04 reported having photocopied parts of the tool to use with patients who were not in 
the study, but who HCP04 felt would nonetheless benefit from the tool. Any specific reference 
to these patients was deleted from transcripts as they did not consent to being in the study. 
HCP04 thus adapted a flexible approach to using the tool, giving patients single sections to 
“see if they would engage”, and if they did they were given further sections of the tool. They 
found using the tool this was way useful because; 
 

“it heightened going back to the diagnosis, and ‘what was chronic pain’ and because I 
didn’t know these patients before so I think they wanted to build a relationship and tell 
me where their pain came from and where they are now, so I think that the tool 
supported that in a way, in where they are now because of how it identified changes 
in their life.” 

 
HCP05 - pharmacist 

HCP05 had four recruited patients, all of whom completed the study. HCP05 described their 
patients as “motivated” and “in tune with their pain”. “They came in with the form and […] 
really led me.” The patients had limited themselves to a few questions which “kept the 
consultations more focused” and “structured” than they normally were, and HCP05 felt that 
because the concerns were written down, this enabled them to say that “they can discuss 
that at the next appointment” if they ran out of time.  
 
HCP05 found that the main function of the tool was that it provided a structure for the 
consultation by prioritising important self-management issues for the patient. Although these 
self-management discussions would, it was thought, have happened without the tool, HCP05 
felt “it would have taken longer to get there”.  
 
From the concerns identified in the tool, the pharmacist recommended I30 change her 
medication to aid her sleep. She reflected she “would not have thought” of raising her 
sleeping problems without the tool, and the subsequent change in medication has benefited 
her sleep and her pain management. Using the tool motivated her to start practicing self-
management techniques that she had previously given up on, describing how it “brought 
things back”.  These outcomes are found in themes (b), (c) and (d).  
 

5.2 Feedback form 
While the implementation and specific usage of the tool varied across the sites, there arose 

a number of common themes which illuminate the ways in which the tool was useful. The 

data presented in this section is derived largely from the feedback forms returned by 

intervention patients, but also contain relevant comments from interviews. Feedback forms 

were completed by 15 intervention participants. 
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The information retrieved from the feedback form aligns well with attitudes and opinions 

expressed in both HCP and patient interviews. It indicated that the general attitude towards 

the tool was positive, primarily because it provided a chance to prepare for the consultation 

in advance and invited patients to speak about the wider impact of their pain.  It also 

highlighted and reinforced a number of the suggested improvements mentioned in the 

interviews. 

 

5.2.1 What parts were used? 
The answers showed that the My Pain Concerns Form was the form most frequently used 

during consultations (14/15), closely followed by the Goal Setting sheet (13/15). However, 

interviews with HCPs indicated that goal setting was already part of routine practice at some 

of the sites, so the use of this strategy was not necessarily prompted by the intervention. The 

Questions to Ask My HCP was also frequently used (10/15) and just under half (7/15) reported 

use of the Options Grid.  

 

5.2.2 What were the patients’ attitudes towards length, ease of use, and content? 
Two thirds of participants reported that the 

length of the tool was “just right”. In the 

interviews it was relayed that some parts of the 

tool seemed lengthy (such as the Options Grid) 

while others seemed too simplified (like the Pain 

Concerns form). Some HCPs suggested that the 

parts be separated so that the relevant parts can 

be given to the right patients.  

 

All but one participant reported that the overall 

tool was easy to use, with half claiming “very much 

so”. Detail on what made specific parts not easy to 

use can be seen in section 4. 

 

 

The majority of participants (13/15) felt they were given a comprehensive explanation of how 

to use the tool. However, as we know from 

the HCP interviews, patients did not always 

follow the instructions and HCPs often 

guided patients and explained the tool to 

them, so these data may be a reflection of 

how well the HPCs explained the tool, 

rather than the tool’s instruction page.  

3

10

2

Too long Just right Too short

How did you find the length of the NT?

0 1

7 7

Not at all Not so
much

To some
extent

Very much
so

Did you find the NT easy to use?

1 1 2

11

Not at all Not so much To some
extent

Very much so

Did you feel that you received a comprehensive 
explanation of howt o use the NT?
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All patients agreed that the tool 

provided them with information that 

they could use at consultations to talk 

about their self-management.  

 

 

5.2.3 Did the tool influence communication? 
Just over two thirds of 

participants felt that using 

the tool improved their 

communication with their 

HCP, with over half stating 

“very much so”.  

 

Comments explaining how the participants felt the tool had caused this improvement 

included by “talking it over” (I05), focusing on “how the pain was getting me down” (I24), 

providing a “good reminder of issues” (I30), the HCP suggesting “life-style changes” (I14), 

talking about the “impact of the pain and what it stopped me doing” (I16), understanding 

“judgements” (I05), and “using the time properly” (I25) by preparing. These comments 

illustrate how using the tool improved communication by making the patients feel prepared 

for their consultation and leading to an understanding of the impact the pain has on their life.   

 

Participants who felt the tool had not helped in communication described an already “good 

relationship” with their HCP, believing their HCP “would have explained my treatment clearly 

without the tool” (I15) and that they “would have asked the same questions” (I12) without 

the tool, indicating that their communication with their HCP was considered satisfactory to 

begin with.  

 

5.2.4 Other comments 
In the open question inviting the participants to comment on any aspect of having used the 

tool, the responses were mainly about the positive effect that talking about the wider impact 

of pain had, and life circumstances influencing the ability to follow instructions.  

 

One participant liked “the more holistic approach” and found it useful to “show family and 

friends” the tool because it gave them “more of an idea of the effects” chronic pain can have 

on all aspects of life (I14). Another participant mirrored this response by saying the tool 

“guided” them to understand the effect their pain has on them and that the tool “allowed” 

them to talk about their “issues with [their] pain” rather than having to worry about wasting 

time (I26). They also mentioned that having three consultations in a short time was helpful in 

2 1 1 2

9

No comment Not at all Not so much To some
extent

Very much so

Do you feel that using the NT improved the communication 
between you and your HCP?

0 0

6
9

Not at all Not so much To some extent Very much so

Did the NT provide information you could use at 
consultations to talk about your self-management?
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itself. One participant commented that follow-up support was needed for the goals to be 

achieved in the long term (I31), and another that group sessions might be helpful in putting 

these strategies into action (I23). 

 

5.2.5 How can the usability of the tool be improved? 
Comments on why certain parts of the tool were not easy to use revealed that two patients 

shared the view that the Self-Management Options Grid was too complex and the Pain 

Concerns Form needed more than an agree/disagree option, and allow for variations across 

time. Two patients felt the structure of the goal-setting was difficult to follow and needed to 

be made clearer. Two patients cited life circumstances as reasons for not adhering completely 

to the instructions.  

 

Overall, most participants were happy with the format and content of the tool, and they felt 

that using the tool improved their ability to communicate about self-management with their 

HCP. 

 

5.3 Overall outcomes 
From this overview of the implementation of the tool at the different sites along with the 

comments on the feedback sheet, themes describing the use of the tool can be discerned. 

These themes are: a) Seeing the bigger picture of the pain condition, b) Facilitating engaged, 

efficient consultations, c) Highlighting a range of self-management strategies and d) 

Facilitating positive emotions, as well as a number of practical barriers to its use. 

 

5.3.1 Themes describing how the NTI was used 

a) Seeing the bigger picture of the pain condition 
Healthcare professionals 

For the two GPs (HCP01 and HCP02), the tool was described as supporting them in exploring 

the wider context of their patients’ pain condition. As can be seen in the description of these 

sites, HCP01 valued the fact that the tool effectively highlighted “that there is a psychological 

element to pain” and HCP02 found that it “opened up areas that might not naturally come up 

in a routine consultation” which made them feel “quite empowered” to discuss these areas. 

As adopting a holistic view of chronic conditions is one of the pillars of facilitating patient 

centred care, these experiences show great promise.  

 

Patients 

Similarly, patients experienced this holistic view as positive, and welcomed this wider 

discussion. From the GP sites, two interviewed participants both brought up concerns with 

their GP that they had not raised before: one their financial concerns (I23), and the other 

worries about the mix of medications they were on (I24); another expressed in the feedback 

sheet how the tool had “guided” them to talk about their “issues with pain” rather than having 

to worry about wasting time (I26). One physiotherapy patient expressed how they liked the 
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“more holistic approach” and found it useful to “show family and friends” because it allowed 

them to understand the effect pain had on all aspects of life (I14).  These are examples of how 

the tool encouraged patients to speak about private and sometimes stigmatised areas of 

living with chronic pain, and in I23’s and I24’s cases, these were picked up by the GP and the 

issues were addressed.  

 

b) Engaged, efficient consultations 
  Healthcare professionals 

Both pharmacists (HCP04 and HCP05) felt that using the tool “sped up” their relationship with 

their patients, partly because it brought self-management to the consultations earlier, and 

partly because, when the patients had prepared questions beforehand, it led to a more 

structured and focused consultation. While the physiotherapist (HCP03) largely felt that the 

tool did not add information to the consultations, they identified one instance when the tool 

highlighted a patient’s need for a pain clinic rather than MSK system, and another patient 

who had prepared at home was able to smoothly have their original concerns checked at the 

last appointment to identify progress. These are examples of how the tool was used to focus 

and streamline consultations; however this requires that patients prepare in advance.  

 

The tool’s impact on consultation time is discussed in section 5.3.2 (Practical use). 

 

  Patients 

Patients from across the sites commented on the perceived engagement of the HCPs. One GP 

patient commented that the tool ensured her GP “definitely paid attention” (I05), one 

pharmacy patient commented that her pharmacist was “actually interested and wanted to 

help” (I30), and a physiotherapy patient reported appreciating that her physiotherapist 

pushed her to see her GP, even though the reason for this was out with the remit of 

physiotherapy (I16). Many patients also appreciated the chance to prepare effectively in 

advance. A physiotherapy patient felt that, although her physiotherapist might have asked 

the same questions without the tool, she appreciated having seen the tool before the 

consultation because it gave her a “heads up” (I16), and a GP patient felt that by having 

prepared the questions before-hand he used “the time properly” (I25). The tool also served 

as a reminder for issues that patients wanted to discuss. For example, a GP patient felt that 

“I would never have asked my doctor about some things” but in reviewing the tool during 

consultations “things were coming back to me, like things I should ask about” (I24).  

 

These examples show how some patients used the tool to prepare for their consultations, 

empowering them to discuss self-management issues without feeling as if they were wasting 

time. This was noticed by HCPs who felt the consultations became more focused and 

relationships were sometimes built faster.  
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c) Highlighting a range of self-management strategies 
  Healthcare professionals 

When patients had completed the My Pain Concerns Form in advance, this sometimes served 

as a catalyst for signposting to other services.  For example, GP HCP02 signposted all their 

intervention patients to other services, prompted by the Form. The physiotherapist referred 

one of their patients to the pain clinic and suggested another see a GP about energy levels, 

after reviewing the Form. And GP HCP01 encouraged one of their patients to re-visit their 

psychologist. Although it cannot be concluded that these referrals would not have taken place 

without the tool, it is likely that they were facilitated by using the tool since the tool was 

found to enable exploration of these wider issues (theme a.). 

 

  Patients 

The fact that patients played an active part in identifying the concerns that led to the sign-

posting may have encouraged them to actually employ these, and other, self-management 

strategies at home. For example, a pharmacy patient felt that the tool “brought back” ideas 

of how she could pace herself and what activities she could undertake (I30), and a GP patient 

used the tool on a day-by-day basis to identify things to work on, such as taking up art again, 

walking his dogs, and starting small conversations with his local shop owner to reduce feelings 

of isolation (I24). Similarly, a physiotherapy patient found the Goal Setting sheet helpful in 

that it suggested activities that increase activity, such as gardening, other than just exercises 

(I16). Another GP patient underwent a change in medication to alleviate problems with mood 

and sleep as a result of having identified these concerns through the tool; this led to the 

patient feeling more motivated and hopeful (I05).  

 

These examples illustrate how the tool not only facilitated HCP understanding of what self-

management strategies were appropriate for the individual patients, but also helped the 

patients identify new strategies and be creative with their self-management activities. These 

outcomes are valuable as they demonstrate that the tool widened the focus from the medical 

model, to include specific activities and measures to alleviate pain or help with its 

management. 

 

d) Facilitating encouragement, planning and hope 
  Healthcare professionals 

In addition to identifying new self-management strategies, the tool also served as a reminder 

of what had been achieved. HCP02 used the form to reflect on how her patient “had come an 

amazingly long way” in managing her pain, and this patient disclosed in the interview that 

talking about frustrations and reflecting on the journey had been helpful:  without the tool 

“you do feel like you’re on your own” and “bottle things up”, but with the tool she had been 

able to take stock of her progress (I23). The physiotherapist used the form in one instance to 

“make sure we had addressed, answered or changed” the original concerns from the tool in 

the final appointment.  
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  Patients 

Patients who used the tool to inform their self-management strategies at home felt 

encouraged by the advice in the tool. One GP patient, who had previously been to pain clinics 

and not found them useful, found the tool gave him “something to work with” and “focus on”, 

leading to an improvement in his depression and isolation (I24). A pharmacy patient who had 

also been through pain management programmes before but had in recent years “given in” 

felt that the tool “brought things back” and that the main outcome for her was that “instead 

of me thinking of all the negatives, I’m thinking of all the positives” (I30). Another GP patient 

thought that the listing of the different strategies could offer hope by “highlighting that there 

are things you can do. If more people got that and realised that they’re no practically one foot 

in the grave” (I05). She saw this as one of the main benefits of the tool, suggesting that “If 

people use this they wouldnae be so ready to sit back and let their life ebb away, you know?”  

 

5.3.2 Practical use 
Whereas the previous section focused on the ways in which the tool was used in 

consultations, this section discusses the challenges and limitations to using the tool in 

practice, and identifies instances when the tool was not used, or perceived as not useful by 

patients. Data from the interviews and feedback sheets are reported.  

 

Healthcare professional  

Resoundingly the HCPs agreed that the tool would not be suitable for use with all patients. 

Being ‘motivated’, ‘educated’ and ‘in-tune with their pain’ were all factors that contributed to 

more successful use. Some patients attended the consultation having not read the tool, forgot 

to bring the tool, had filled in the tool differently than instructed or required the HCP to 

conduct a detailed guide of the tool during the consultation. Over the course of the 

consultations use of the tool had sometimes ‘petered out’.  

 

Often the HCPs selected which parts of the tool they would use with patients. Most found the 

Pain Concerns Form to be the most helpful component, as it in itself provided a lot of 

information to work from.  The physiotherapist felt that there was an overlap between the 

tool and their existing practice and this caused an extra pressure during appointments as they 

felt they had to do both. For routine practice being able to take a more flexible, integrated 

approach, whereby the tool is called upon as and when it is considered useful would be more 

realistic and manageable.  One of the pharmacists described it as “a useful tool in her already 

existing toolbox”.  

 

The impact of the tool on consultation time was discussed by all HCPs. While their experiences 

varied, HCP01 and HCP03 experienced an added time pressure which they both reflected as 

not sustainable, HCP02 and HCP05 did not feel delayed by the tool, and HCP04 felt that the 

added time used on the tool was constructive because it “builds a relationship quicker” which 
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can lead to getting solutions actioned faster. The notion that the added time may be 

necessary was also expressed by HCP02 who reflected that “patients with chronic pain 

naturally would be a slightly longer consultation”, and HCP01, who said: 

 
“In some ways the tool is a victim of its own success in that it draws out some of the 
more difficult things that are relevant to chronic pain and it’s always going to be 
virtually impossible to constrict those to just a 10 minute appointment.” 

 

With respect to the training aspect of the intervention, HCPs generally felt the session 

covered similar themes and concepts to those covered in other training they had undertaken, 

and that more clear instructions on how to use this particular tool were necessary. A few HCPs 

also desired follow-up, and suggested that peer support during use of the tool would have 

been useful to share ideas and experiences. Some HCPs had to travel several hours to attend 

the training and this was seen as a drawback. Most HCPs expressed that the session was 

useful in making them stop and think about current practices, and that the session was well 

put together.  

 

Patients 

While the feedback form data showed that the vast majority of patients found the tool easy 

to use and helpful in improving communicating about self-management, there were some 

instances where patients did not feel the tool was useful.  

 

The pharmacy patient who did not use the tool at HCP04’s site said that he believed only the 

pills would keep his pain at bay (I34).The physiotherapy patient who did not make use of the 

tool felt that her pain was not severe enough to impact on her life, and therefore did not need 

the tool (I15). One GP patient felt that although the tool helped her better communicate her 

concerns to her GP she did not feel that this subsequently translated into an improved ability 

to manage pain. Reflecting on the self-management discussions with her GP she said, “Well, 

the trouble is he’s right and I know he’s right. But it isn’t that easy.” (I04) The problem of her 

pain management remained unsolved. Finally, in the feedback form, participants who felt the 

tool had not helped in communication described an already “good relationship” (I23) with 

their HCP, believing their HCP “would have explained my treatment clearly without the tool” 

(I15) and that they “would have asked the same questions” (I12) without the tool, indicating 

that their communication with their HCP was satisfactory to begin with. 

 

Being satisfied with medication, lack of impact of pain on daily life, difficulty following advice 

and already satisfactory communication therefore all contributed to patients not engaging 

with the tool or not finding it useful.  
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6. Discussion 
 

6.1 The research questions 
 

Does the NTI improve communication regarding supported self-management during 

consultations between healthcare professionals and people with pain in primary care? 

The data presented here indicate that the NTI does influence the way self-management is 

supported in primary care in a number of ways, and a number of circumstances that facilitate 

this have been identified. Using a grounded theory approach to analysing interviews, there 

was some evidence that communication was improved, as several aspects of the consultation 

were influenced by the NTI leading to both HCPs and patients feeling that self-management 

was constructively discussed in their consultations.  

 

The aspects that were constructively influenced by the NTI were: 

 seeing the bigger picture of the pain condition; 

 facilitating engaged, efficient consultations; 

 highlighting a range of self-management strategies; and  

 facilitating encouragement, planning and hope.  

 

Furthermore, all these aspects put the patient and self-management at the focus of the 

consultation. This is at the heart of Care and Support Planning approaches being developed 

and implemented for all people living with long term conditions in primary care21. Preparing 

patients and healthcare professionals for these conversations are essential components of 

the House of Care model, which is a framework that describes the system changes needed to 

support Care and Support Planning. They are also crucial components of Realistic Medicine, 

championed by the Chief Medical Officer for Scotland, which highlights seven questions, two 

of which are: 

 

1. How can people (as patients) and professionals combine their expertise to share clinical 

decisions that focus on outcomes that matter to individuals? 

2. How can we work to improve further the patient-doctor relationship?  

 
Further feedback is required from those using the tool to allow additional exploration of the 

way these aspects influence the consultation.  

 

Did the efforts to improve communication between HCPs and patients result in an 

overall improvement in the patients’ confidence in self-managing their pain? 

There is evidence from the qualitative analysis of the interviews that some patients’ 

confidence in pain management was raised by using the tool. This was the result of a mix of 

improved communication with their HCP, and using the tool to structure their self-

management at home. Many patients appreciated the chance to prepare for the consultation 
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in advance and felt empowered to speak about broad issues without worrying about wasting 

consultation time, and patients also found the tool to be useful to work with at home, which 

led to them exploring more self-management options.  These factors are all linked to 

confidence in pain management, and future studies are needed to explore this potential 

further.  

 

6.2 Developing the intervention  
Does the NTI meet its aims? 

The NTI met its aims to varying degrees across the different sites. The uses and themes 

identified were related to the original aims (see page 2 of this report). The first aim of the tool 

(ensuring a consultation focused on the concerns of the person in pain), and the second aim 

(preparing the person in pain for the consultation), are supported by the theme “Engaged, 

efficient consultation” which emerged from the interviews. The aim of encouraging adoption 

of the biopsychosocial approach was also met in some practices.  This was especially so in the 

GP sites (HCP01, HCP02) but also to some extent in the pharmacy sites (HCP04, HCP05) where 

the relationship between HCPs and patients developed more quickly, which might lead to a 

more rapid identification of biopsychosocial issues.  

 

The fourth aim, facilitating self-management discussion at the start of the chronic pain 

journey, was partially met. As the average duration of patients’ pain conditions ranged from 

6 to 18 years across the sites (see Fig. 1), we were unable to test whether it was an effective 

introduction to self-management at the beginning of the pain journey. However, a number of 

patients, I30, I24, and I05 in particular, reported that the tool sparked new enthusiasm for 

self-management. Where they had been unable to engage with self-management approaches 

before, they were able to do so with the tool and engage their HCP in these discussions. 

 

The last aim, training HCPs in skills to support self-management and making the best use of 

their consultation time, was also partially met. HCPs noted the benefits that the training 

provided in reflecting on their own practice, and overall it can be said that HCPs’ confidence 

in raising self-management issues with their patients improved.  However, the training was 

not found to provide HCPs with new skills; in fact they reported wanting more specific 

guidance on the tool, and to have follow-up sessions to share best practice to develop skills. 

Finally, the tool’s influence on consultation time varied across the sites, as discussed in section 

5.3.2.  

 

Implementing the NTI in practice 

The NTI has the potential to fit well into the primary care system, and this study shows that a 

flexible approach to using the tool might lead to the biggest benefits. HCPs who did not follow 

the structure of the tool but used its separate parts at different times felt that the tool 

contributed to their consultations, whereas the HCPs who followed its structure more rigidly 
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tended to feel time-pressured and that their usual consultation structure overlapped with the 

tool in a way that was not constructive. 

 

A number of concrete changes to the layout and content of the tool were suggested which 

are presented in Appendix 3. These changes will make the tool more user-friendly, and the 

individual parts will be more easily separated from the whole and therefore be useable in 

their own right.  

 

While the results of this small study show a number of positive outcomes from using the tool 

in primary care, the real question is whether the practical limitations discussed in section 

5.3.2 outweigh the potential benefits to patients’ self-management. Further studies are 

needed to explore the actual benefit of the positive outcomes identified in this study.  

 

7. Conclusion 
This study provides encouraging examples of how the NTI can be used to broaden 

conversation in primary care to incorporate psychosocial aspects of pain, which both HCPs 

and patients felt was constructive.  The aim was to develop and trial the NTI in primary care, 

and while our sample size was insufficient to testing of validity or clinical outcomes, we have 

shown that it is feasible to use. It appears to have constructive influences on the content of 

consultations, and we have highlighted several modifications that might improve these 

further.  

 

This feasibility study has found promise in the tool’s ability to facilitate four important aspects 

of communication in consultations about chronic pain: 

 Enable patients and HCPs to see a bigger, more holistic picture of the pain; 

 Lead to engaged efficient consultations; 

 Highlight a range of self-management strategies; and  

 Facilitate positive emotions.  

 

The main barriers to communication being facilitated through using the NTI are that the tool 

is only appropriate for some patients, that being literate and motivated is key, and that HCPs 

need to be flexible and creative in using the different parts of the tool with different patients.  

 

The overall aim of the intervention is to facilitate effective self-management support in 

primary care for chronic pain patients. For the purposes of this study, we looked closely at 

the communication barriers between HCPs and patients to examine whether the intervention 

overcame these. We found that the tool’s ability to facilitate support through the themes we 

discovered indicate that communication can be improved by using the tool, in the right 

circumstances. Further trials and studies are needed to fully understand these mechanisms.  
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8. Suggested next steps 
A number of changes to the tool have been suggested by both HCPs and patients, and these 

could be developed into a new version of the tool, with the input of Health Literacy 

consultants. The lack of impact of the training session in this study means that detailed 

specific training is not considered an essential part of future implementation, although the 

tool would clearly be used most effectively by HCPs who already have knowledge of 

supportive self-management and work in an environment which supports this approach. 

 

The My Pain Concerns Form was found to be particularly useful for patients in producing 

information that was constructive for supported self-management. Future development and 

implementation of the tool could focus on developing this part of the tool into an online, 

interactive resource where patients could choose their concerns and be signposted to local 

support.  

 

In order to assess the the effects of the tool, on validated measures of patients‘ confidence 

and consultation quality, it would be ideal to conduct a formal evaluation study of the NTI. 

Failing that, further use of the NTI, in real-life consultations, with ongoing feedback on 

useability and practical benefit of its usability in primary care would also be helpful, along 

with measurement of clinical outcomes. Plans are therefore ongoing to encourage further 

use of the NTI in primary care. 
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Appendix 
 

1. Quantitative measures 
Because of the small sample size no significant trends or outcomes can be identified from the 
data. Indications of positive influence can be seen in pain self-efficacy, satisfaction in 
communication and perceived shared decision-making. 
 

1.1 Pain Self-Efficacy Questionnaire (PSEQ) 
A Welch two-sample t-test showed that the mean difference for the intervention group (M = 
10.20) was higher than in the control (M = 5.42). The difference was not significant (p = 0.13) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There was a higher increase in the intervention group, but not of statistical significance. The 
intervention group did not achieve a score over 40, which would have indicated they were  
likely to build on their functional gains. Analysis of the individual questions indicates the 
largest increase in confidence in the intervention group concerned achieving goals, 
maintaining a normal lifestyle and becoming more active. 
 

1.2 Consultation Quality Index 2 (CQI-2) 
It is not possible to see any change in CQI-2 scores caused by the intervention. Any 
improvements that can be observed are small, and when split up into the specific sites/HCPs 
it can be observed that some intervention groups scored higher than control, and sometimes 
the control groups scored higher than the intervention groups at that particular site. There 
are no discernible overall trends across the sites, except that when considered as a whole 
group, it is interesting that a large number of intervention patients (71.43%) scored 50 
(maximum) on their CARE measure (16.6% on control group), this might be an expression of 
the perceived “engaged HCP” which was mentioned in both feedback forms and interviews.  
 
HCP PEI Continuity CARE 
HCP01    
Intervention 12 0%  50 
Control  10.5 75%  45.75 

    
HCP02    
Intervention 9 50%  46.5 
Control 10.5 100%  41 
    
HCP03    

 Intervention Control 
Average before 28.27 30.67 
Average after 38.37 36.08 
Difference (%) 36% 17.6% 
Mean difference  10.20 5.42 
P - value 0.13 



Intervention 11.8 20%  50 

Control 11 0%  45.75 
    
HCP04    
Intervention 12.5 50%  45.5 
Control 12 50%  46.5 
    

HCP05    
Intervention 13 100%  44 
Control - - - 

 
When considered as a whole group, a two-sample t-test assuming equal variances showed 
that patient enablement (PEI) scores were slightly higher in the intervention group (M = 11.21, 
SD = 3.47, n = 14) than in the control group (M = 10.92, SD = 3.15, n = 12). The difference was 
not significant, t(24) = 2.06, p = 0.82.  
 
Overall PEI scores Intervention Control 
Average 11.21 10.92 
Number of participants 14 12 
Standard deviation 3.47 3.15 
P - value 0.82 

 
 
Likewise, the same test showed that HCP empathy scores were slightly higher in the 
intervention group (M = 47.93, SD = 3.65, n = 14) than in the control group (M = 45.1, SD = 
3.96, n = 12). The difference was not significant, t(24) = 2.06, p = 0.07.  
 
Overall CARE scores Intervention Control 
Average 47.93 45.08 
Number of participants 14 12 
Standard deviation 3.65 3.96 
P – value 0.07 

 
 

1.3 Shared decision making (SDM-Q-9) 
A two-sample t-test assuming equal variances showed that perceived participation in decision 
making of the intervention group (M = 46.42, SD = 7.32, n = 12) was slightly greater than that 
of the control (M = 44.10, SD = 8.57, n = 10). The difference was not significant, t(20) = 2.09, 
p = 0.5. 
 
 

 Intervention Control 
Average 46.4 44.1 
Number of participants 12 10 
Standard deviation 7.32 8.57 
P-value 0.5 

 



 
 

2. Suggested improvements on the tool 
 

Area of tool Suggested changes 

Overall Colour-coding the heading bar to make the 
distinct sections clearer 

Summary page to write progress and notes 

Correct typos 

The form should be available electronically 

Instructions Use one A4 with 4 bullet points stating what 
needs to be completed. 

Pain Concerns Form Use a spectrum rather than agree/disagree, 
allow for variations across time 

Provide more blank space for people to 
comment further 

Questions to ask your HCP - 

Self-management options grid Too wordy and needs simplified. 

Goal setting sheet Use ordinary paper 

Reword “goals to help me manage my ‘life’” 
to shift focus away from the pain. 

Structure difficult to follow, did not “flow”, 
Make clearer. 

 
 

3. Details of the training session 
During the development of the NTI, Pain Concern was advised by leading experts in the field 
of pain management that HCPs needed to be prepared in advance for using any tool with 
patients. While HCPs may want to support self-management, doing so effectively in time-
limited appointments requires both knowledge and skills in consultation techniques that 
foster this conversation. Preparing the patient will not be enough.  
 
As such, a training session was developed by Pain Concern and the Thistle Foundation 
specifically to prepare healthcare professionals for using the Navigator Tool in consultations. 
The Thistle Foundation advised that a course with multiple sessions would be the most 
effective, while HCPs that were involved in the development advised that practicing HCPs 
would not be able to dedicate more than a half-day session to this kind of training, for 
logistical and financial reasons.  
 
It was decided that in order to ensure the NTI would be sustainable in the future, should it be 
proven effective, the training session would last for one afternoon (4 hours) with email 
support available. The training was conducted at the Thistle Foundation by two trainers 
employed by the Thistle Foundation. The researcher was present at the training.  
 
 
 



It covered the following topics: 

 The House of Care Model, explaining the different parts of this model and how the NTI 
supports this system through introducing pressing self-management concerns early in 
the pain journey.  

 Consultation styles that move away from the medical model of “doctor-telling-
patient” to patients speaking more than the doctor, to enable Care and Support 
Planning 

o EPE: Elicit-Provide-Elicit – practice this consultation style using questions from 
the tool 

o EARS: Elicit-Amplify-Reinforce-Summarise  
o Agenda setting 

 Working with specific questions from the tool to practice the above techniques.  
 
 
 

4. Feedback form used in the study  
See below, start of new page. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Feedback on the Navigator Tool  
 
Name:_________________________________         Date:____________________________ 

Your name will not be used in any report and your answers will be anonymised.  
1. How many consultations did you have with your GP as part of this study? (October 2017 
– January 2018) 
Only one                            Two or more 

 
 
2. At how many consultations did you use the Navigator Tool? 
Never                             One                         Two or more 

 
 
3. Which parts of the Navigator Tool did you use: 
     (you can select more than one) 
 

(a) during consultations  
        My pain concerns form 
        Questions to ask your healthcare professional 
        Self-management option grid 
        Goals to help me manage my pain 
 
(b) at home 
        My pain concerns form 
        Questions to ask your healthcare professional 
        Self-management option grid  
        Goals to help me manage my pain 
 
4. How did you find the length of the Navigator Tool? 
Too long         Just right       Too short 
 
 
 
5. Did the Navigator Tool provide you with information that you felt you could use at 
consultations to talk about your self-management? 
Very much so              to some extent              not so much           not at all 
 
 
6. Did you feel like anything was missing from the tool? If so, what? 
 
 
 
7. Did you feel that you received a comprehensive explanation of how to use the tool? 
Very much so              to some extent              not so much           not at all 

    

    



 
 
What additional information would have been useful to you? 
 
 
  
 
9. Did you find the Navigator Tool easy to use? 
Very much so              to some extent              not so much           not at all 
 
 
10. If certain parts were not easy to use, please indicate which ones: 
       (you can chose more than one) 
 

        My pain concerns form 
        Questions to ask your healthcare professional 
        Self-management option grid 
        Goals to help me manage my pain 
 
What about this part / these parts made them not easy to use? 
 
 
 
11. Do you feel that using the Navigator Tool improved the communication between you 
and your healthcare professional?  
Very much so              to some extent              not so much           not at all 
 
 
How so? 
 
 
 
 
 
12. Other comments or suggestions for the Navigator Tool that you would like to share: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    



 

5. Navigator Tool (version used in the study) 
See below, start of new page. 


